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This paper presented survey of solid waste without geosynthetics in Boroujerd and Silakhor earthquake and it’s compared with a case 
of solid waste with geosynthetics under seismic in earthquake of Boroujerd. The result of performance of solid waste soils during 
earthquakes is the most real source of information on the seismic reaction of solid waste soils. The information from a big Broujerd 
and Silakhor earthquakes indicate that the typical performance of soils during earthquake is different. Thus, combined with the fact 
that limited soil with geosynthetic liners and no more waste soil with a geosynthetic use have been subjected to different ground 




INTRODUCING BOROUJERD CITY  
 
Geographical and population state of Boroujerd city: 
Boroujerd (that is damaged region of Silakhor plain) is located 
on west of Iran in east north of Lorestan and next to central 
provinces and Hamedan. Population of central area in 
Boroujerd is 217804. This city is located in mountainous 
region and has Mediterranean weather with spring rain. Given 
statistics and information, annual rainfall rate of this city is 
between 400-500 mm/year. Height of this city from sea level 
is 1540 m.  
 
HISTORY OF BOROUJERD  
 
Historical signs earned by some cemeteries and old hills 
around Boroujerd show that human residence is related to 
3000 years B.C. Region of Boroujerd was in east and north of 
Hamedan at the time of Medes and region of Kasit was in 
south and west of it. Kasis have lived in Lorestan since 3000 
years ago. There is no information about Boroujerd at the time 
of Achemenian, but this city was one of Iranian centers at the 
time of Sasanian and during Arab attack it was organizing 
place for Yazdgerd militaries after war with Nahavand,. It was 
a strategic city from first century one to century four and 
historical wars and events were happened in Silakhor. This 
city was developed at the time of Saljooghian and many 
historical buildings were built in the city. Afterward, there 
were significant changes as a result of Boroujerd achieved this 
state. 
 
MAIN REVERSE FAULT OF ZAGROS(MRF)  
 
This fault as fault along shaking in right-handed north-south is 
determined as main Zagros reverse fault. According to 
opinions of Jackson and fellows, there were many evidences 
about right-handed dis-place rated 10 to 60 km by Daroud and 
Nahavand from main fault. Barbarin pointed to right-handed 
displace about 1917 km in Daroud-Nahavand region. If we 
think that slip at level of this fault was begun from 5 million 
years ago, rate of fault slip will be 40 mm/year. There is 
deference between practice of earthquakes caused by main 
fault of Zagros and other folded regions of Zagros. This fault 
has broken from Dinor in north with Farsing earthquake to 
Go-har River in south with Silakhor earthquake and other 
historical earthquakes. 
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Fig. 2.  Boroujerd faults plan. 
 
 
PROPERTIES OF EARTHQUAKE 
 
The 31 March 2006 Boroujerd earthquake provides important 
intuitive results on Silakhor & Boroujerd that they are show in 
table 1 , 2. 
 
 
Table 1.  Injuries and Damages. 
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  destroy percentage  








Table 2.  Properties of Earthquake. 
 




11EES 33.62N 48/91E 
USGS 33.587N 48.79E 
Time of Earthquake 4:47:01 Am (31 Mar 2006) 
Magnitude of Rotary 6 
Local Magnitude 6.1 
PGAH 0.46g 
PGAV 0.57g 
Central Depth 14 
 
 
TYPES OF DAMAGES 
 
On base intuitive results had types of damages for solid waste 
are include of: 
1. Very Big Damage 
2. Big Damage 
3. Middle Damage 
4. Low Damage 





The main shock of the M 6 2006 Boroujerd earthquake 
occurred as reverse  motion on a fault. The properties showed 
in Table.2. At the time of the earthquake solid waste were 
within 30-km radius of the central earthquake region. No 
strong move recordings were obtained during this earthquake 
on any of solid waste. On Base these recordings, levels of 





Fig. 3.  Major Solid waste soil wit in 30km  
of the 31 March 2006 Boroujerd earthquake. 
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The estimate relationship indicates that bedrock PGAH could 
be as high as 0.57g in their position. Interviews with long-time 
residents of a site in near of the solid waste report cracks in the 
use soil following the earthquake .  
 
 


















Padegan 2.45 0.53 Very Big 
Geogrid 
Tensioned 
Gousheh 14 0.35 Big Crack 
Baba 






Road 17 0.37 Middle Crack 
Oshtorinan 40 0.09 None None 
Shahrak 






Fig. 5.  Change Of Color Line in Baba Heidar  
due to earthquake 
 





Fig. 7.  Crack  in Gousheh due to earthquake 
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The end of research suggested that design and survey of 
seismic performance of solid waste comprises: 
1. Survey of the earthquake waves of site. 
2. Determine of the site specific design earthquake, 
characterization and frequency content. 
3. Assessment of relevant dynamic material properties 
to soil layer, waste and construction material such 
geosynthetics , interfaces and etc. 
4. Estimation of the response of the solid waste 
structure to the design earthquake. 
5. Check soil liquefaction 
6. Analysis of permanent seismic displacement as 
characteristic index of seismic performance. 
7. Comparison of predicted permanent seismic 
displacement due to the design seismic event with 





According to results of paper found geosynthetics reduce 
acceleration of earthquake for example in Padegan of 
Boroujerd showed a big crack but geogrid don’t allow increase 
distance between crack. Thus in this paper indicated use from 
geosynthetics need for solid west in earthquake zones , until 
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